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Abstract

Background The current trend in surgery toward further

trauma reduction inevitably leads to increased technologi-

cal complexity. It must be assumed that this situation will

not stay under the sole control of surgeons; mechanical

systems will assist them. Certain segments of the work flow

will likely have to be taken over by a machine in an

automatized or autonomous mode.

Methods In addition to the analysis of our own surgical

practice, a literature search of the Medline database was

performed to identify important aspects, methods, and

technologies for increased operating room (OR) autonomy.

Results Robotic surgical systems can help to increase OR

autonomy by camera control, application of intelligent

instruments, and even accomplishment of automated sur-

gical procedures. However, the important step from simple

task execution to autonomous decision making is difficult

to realize. Another important aspect is the adaption of the

general technical OR environment. This includes adaptive

OR setting and context-adaptive interfaces, automated tool

arrangement, and optimal visualization. Finally, integration

of peri- and intraoperative data consisting of electronic

patient record, OR documentation and logistics, medical

imaging, and patient surveillance data could increase

autonomy.

Conclusions To gain autonomy in the OR, a variety of

assistance systems and methodologies need to be incorpo-

rated that endorse the surgeon autonomously as a first step

toward the vision of cognitive surgery. Thus, we require

establishment of model-based surgery and integration of

procedural tasks. Structured knowledge is therefore

indispensable.

Keywords Minimally invasive surgery � Operating

room � Robotic systems � Structured knowledge �
Surgical autonomy

The operating room (OR) constitutes the key factor of

value creation in surgery. However, the OR is also the most

cost-intensive and complex unit of the surgical department.

Accordingly, any effort is justified to make surgical per-

formance more cost-effective and safer.

The current trend in surgery toward further trauma

reduction and less invasive interventions (minimally inva-

sive surgery [MIS], monoport surgery [MPS], and natural

orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery [NOTES]) could

potentially endanger the reaching of these two goals. Inno-

vative surgical techniques inevitably lead to an increased use

of complex technology. For smooth procedure enforcement,

an increasing number of sophisticated instruments and sys-

tems must be applied. As a result of the higher functional

range, the handling becomes increasingly more complex

and time-consuming. In addition, the probability of severe
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failures is growing [1] because the control is challenging and

greatly increases the workload of the surgeon. Before

advanced MIS, MPS, or NOTES can be considered mature

for routine clinical use, new strategies are required to make

the surgical work flow simpler, to make human–machine

communication easier and more intuitive, and to make the

execution of surgical maneuvers faster. As a result, surgical

workload and strain could be reduced, which diminishes the

probability of failure. Simultaneously, OR time could be

reduced, making surgery more cost-effective.

Several approaches are conceivable to reach these aims.

One of them could be to make the overall technical envi-

ronment in the OR more intelligent, enabling it to support

the surgeon actively. If it is possible to develop a context-

sensitive system with the ability to understand the actual

part of the procedure based on comprehensive online data

acquisition, analysis, and interpretation, it should also be

possible to make it able to foresee the further course of the

operation. If the accuracy of work flow prediction is suf-

ficiently high—which depends, among other factors, on

precise work flow modeling—specific tasks could be car-

ried out autonomously by the system.

Autonomy has already become a topic in surgery as a

result of the use of robots [2], but a more comprehensive

discussion of autonomy in the surgical work flow is still

lacking. Generally, the term autonomy in the field of sur-

gery means that a defined surgical task is performed

autonomously by a technical system—for example, by a

robot. However, autonomy is more than a repetition of

predefined movements; it involves perception of the envi-

ronment and corresponding adaption of behavior if needed

[2]. It is our aim here to identify potential applications of

autonomy in ORs for advanced surgical techniques scaled

to near-term, midterm, and future developments.

Materials and methods

The analysis was focused on three different areas: robotic

surgical systems (camera control, intelligent instruments,

automated surgical procedures), general technical environ-

ment (adaptive OR setting, context adaptive interfaces, tool

arrangement, visualization), and peri- and intraoperative

data integration (electronic patient records, OR documen-

tation and logistics, medical imaging, patient surveillance).

Advisements for an increased OR autonomy were scaled in

near-term, midterm, and future developments, respectively.

Analysis is based on our own clinical experience in

laparoscopic surgery and MPS as well as experimental work

in NOTES [3, 4] including the use of a robot prototype.

The technical background was a highly integrated OR

system (Sios; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with aug-

mented sensory equipment, as described elsewhere [5]. For

mechatronic support, the highly versatile single-port

robotic system was used [6]. This system was mainly used

in the surgical training mockup ELITE [7] and in animal

experiments.

In addition to our own research [5], we performed a

Medline, Cochrane, and Google Scholar database literature

review with the medical subject headings OR autonomy, OR

environment, OR setting, MIS, laparoscopy, laparoscopic

visualization, instrument detection, medical imaging, and

robotic surgical systems. We also examined corresponding

links. We used no restriction to publication date, but we

limited our search to published articles with full text avail-

able in the English language. The last search was carried out

covering literature published through March 2012.

Results

In addition to our own clinical experience, detailed analysis

of the literature revealed a comparatively broad range of

potential applications of autonomy in the surgical OR. The

main subject was robotic surgery, as expected.

Robotic surgery

Multiple classifications of robotic surgical systems can be

found in the literature, mainly depending on the underlying

robot specification. In the context of our study, the classi-

fication according to autonomous function by Wolf and

Shoham [8] with four categories (passive robots, semiactive

robots, active robots, and remote manipulators) seems to be

most suitable. Remote manipulators (surgical extenders) are

the most common surgical robots used today (e.g., Da Vinci

robot; Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).

The level of robot autonomy (adaption of robot behavior to

new tasks by perception of the environment) can be defined

by three parameters: complexity of the mission, environ-

mental difficulty, and human independence, according to the

ALFUS (autonomy levels for unmanned systems) model [9].

At this time, robotic surgical systems for MIS, MPS, and

NOTES are mainly designed for the purpose of manual

task execution rather than for autonomous decision mak-

ing. Accordingly, the surgical workload is high and is even

growing with the augmented functionalities of advanced

systems. Partial autonomy could reduce the number of

tasks that have to be performed by the surgeon.

Near-term developments

Camera control The use of mechanical camera holders

[10, 11] in laparoscopic surgery allows the surgeon to

perform the operation without the help of an assistant (solo

surgery). Zooming behavior similar to those of a human
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camera assistant has already been achieved [12]. However,

the manipulation of the mechanical arm that holds the

telescope remains a crucial point, as joystick, foot panel, or

voice-activated controls are not yet sufficiently intuitive

and reliable. The surgeon has to take over an additional

workload, which was formerly otherwise the task of an

assistant. A real alternative would be the development of

stand-alone solutions for camera guidance systems that

enable the robot to follow the surgeon to the point of

interest automatically or autonomously. Some attempts

have already been made to achieve this goal. Most of them

are based on the hypothesis that the position of the tip of

the instrument in the dominant hand is a suitable indicator

of the actual point of interest. If the position of the

instrument tip can be defined precisely in three dimensions,

the camera can then easily be focused as necessary. Several

techniques have been elaborated to identify continuously

and in real time the position of the tip of the instrument.

Tracking may be done by pattern recognition [13], color

identification [14], and optical [15] or electromagnetic

instruments [16].

Neither has really gained broad clinical acceptance

because these systems are in fact automatons and do not

offer real autonomy. In 90 % of cases, camera adjustment

according to the situational position of the instrument

might be adequate and helpful, but in another 10 %, it

would be better if the telescope did not change its position,

although the instrument is withdrawn from the view. In

other words, what is needed is not an automatic guidance

system but an intelligent, cooperative system that is able to

react in a situation adapted mode. Gaze-tracking technol-

ogies might be helpful to achieve this step of autonomy

[17].

It is certainly not too optimistic to assume that contex-

tual information from work flow recognition will be

available in the future to derive optimal laparoscope

guidance beyond of more or less position recognition. If the

system works reliably, it could greatly reduce the surgeon’s

workload.

Midterm developments

Intelligent instruments Instrument configuration: Lapa-

roscopic instruments have to be inserted into the abdominal

cavity in a straight configuration; otherwise, they would not

fit into the respective trocar. Within the abdomen, they

have to be bent or brought into an angled shape to come

into action. Up to now, the surgeon has initiated these

actions manually. It should be feasible to develop intelli-

gent instruments that are able to modify the shape or

configuration of the end effectors autonomously, as

required in the actual phase or step of the operation. During

insertion through the trocar, the effector should remain

in closed position. As soon as the abdominal cavity is

reached, it should then open automatically [18].

If the instrument has to be withdrawn, or in cases of a

risk situation leading to conversion to open surgery, special

patterns should be initiated that close the effector imme-

diately and ready it to be pulled out at once.

Avoidance of collision: If the position of the end

effector in relation to the environmental anatomy were

known, autonomous actions to avoid collision damage are

conceivable [19]. This could be achieved by application of

optical distance measurements (e.g., microcameras with

structured light or time-of-flight technology). As soon as

the distance between any part of the end effector and the

adjacent anatomical structures became too small, the end

effector should either stop the respective action or identify

an alternative trajectory.

Motion compensation: Dynamic changes of the abdom-

inal surgical site are common during surgery. Respiration-

induced organ shift is only one example. If continuous

intraoperative range measurement could be implemented, a

robotic system should be easily able to compensate for these

motions by keeping the distance between the end effectors

stable, modifying the depth of insertion accordingly.

Future developments

Procedural autonomy Some steps of a surgical operation

are either tedious and time-consuming because they consist

of numerous, frequently repeated actions such as dissec-

tion, or are difficult to execute because of difficult kine-

matics like knot tying. Automating these tasks would

greatly reduce surgical fatigue and shorten the total oper-

ation time.

Dissection and hemostasis: Tissue dissection and

hemostasis are essential tasks in surgery. Up to now, the

surgeon performs these interventions manually, either

directly or by using a surgical extender (master–slave sys-

tem). In the future, it should be conceivable that some stan-

dardized surgical steps, e.g., the dissection of the gallbladder

from the liver, could be performed autonomously by mech-

atronic support systems [20]. This is certainly not a trivial

challenge because many preconditions have to be met, such

as reliable recognition of different tissue layers and identi-

fication and adequate sealing and dissection of blood vessels.

However, these problems could be overcome. The surgeon’s

role could be limited to defining the line of resection on the

screen and the depth of the incision and then to supervising

the action.

Suturing: Intracorporal knotting remains a challenging

task in MIS, even more so in NOTES, which is aggravated

by the limited degree of freedom and constricted 2-D

vision [21]. The surgeon has to perform very complex

movements with both hands to perform a secure and
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reliable knot. Robotic (master–slave) systems may partly

overcome some of these drawbacks, as they provide addi-

tional degrees of freedom allowing the needle to be grab-

bed and handled more easily [20]. Given that suturing

occurs frequently during interventions, several research

groups have worked to automate this task, e.g., by pro-

posing an approach based on human–machine skill trans-

fer, capable of learning arbitrary human skills and

automatically executing the adapted tasks in new envi-

ronments [22] or cooperatively executing the suturing task

[23]. The system automatically identifies the completion of

a manual subtask (e.g., piercing the tissue) and then

seamlessly performs the next subtask (e.g., tightening the

knot). Improving the execution speed of automated tasks is

also subject of current research [24].

General technical environment

Autonomy of robotic function is an important issue, but in

modern, high-tech ORs, many more devices and systems

are required to provide functionality. Independent of

whether or not a robot is used, a high-level OR has to have

quite a few technical features, like a perfect visualization

chain, illumination, patient positioning, gas insufflation,

and electrosurgery devices. The following aspects were

identified as further potential applications of autonomy in

advanced surgical techniques.

Near-term developments

Adaptive OR setting An automatic adaption of the OR

setting in accordance with both the planned procedure and

the assigned surgeon would be most valuable to increase

OR ergonomics and economics [25]. This includes

peripheral settings such as the optimal height and tilt of the

OR table, optimal positioning of monitors and screens, and

optimal illumination. The object is an automatic presetting

of the OR environment comparable to that found in the

automobile industry, where each driver receives his or her

own individual settings when entering the car.

Most remarkably, some stand-alone solutions have

already been developed, like the ‘‘Dr. Dongle’’ of Bowa

(Gomaringen, Germany). If a personalized dongle is

inserted into the USB port of the electrosurgical unit, the

device’s parameters are adjusted according to individual

surgeons’ personal preferences [26].

Context-adapted interfaces The control of the vast range

of different functionalities within the (MIS) OR makes the

structures of commands voluminous and confusing.

Therefore, a context-adapted interface that only presents

the essential commands as required in a specific situation

would be highly valuable. At least two methods are

conceivable.

With the shattered approach, different functionalities are

ordered in a circle on a monitor display. Depending on the

current operational step, only the relevant command but-

tons are highlighted and can be activated. Command but-

tons not in use remain visible in the periphery but are

inactivate. In contrast, with the centered approach, only the

relevant functionalities are displayed in the center of the

monitor. All other functionalities are not displayed (Fig. 1).

Midterm developments

Preoperative tool arrangement and intelligent instrument

delivery Because of the limited number of access ports,

MIS requires multiple changes of surgical instruments to

provide the surgeon with the full functionality necessary to

complete the operation. Analysis of usage statistics for

various deployed surgical instruments by Miller et al. using

Fig. 1 Context-adapted interface: shattered and centered approach

for display of different functionalities
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a fuzzy inference system revealed four main functions that

generate a rating value of each instrument concerning its

usefulness for the procedure. Thus, an efficient method of

arranging tools was possible that performed better than

simply placing the tools in a random configuration [27].

Following this approach, the current challenge is to

accurately recognize the current phase of the intervention

and to automatically supply the most suitable instrument

for the next predicted step. For this task, dedicated devices

can be used to manage and identify surgical tools and to

deliver them in an automated and time-saving manner. The

individual instruments are marked with bar codes or RFIDs

that guarantee proper selection [5]. Simultaneously, their

usage times can be recorded.

Future developments

Visualization Horizon alignment: A crucial point in MIS

visualization, especially in NOTES interventions, are the

provision of a stable horizon in video images, provided by

flexible endoscopes. We developed an approach for auto-

mated image orientation that employs a microelectrome-

chanical system inertial sensor, which is placed on the

distal tip of an endoscope. Thus, the rotation angle can be

estimated by measuring the impact of gravity on each of

the three orthogonal axes [28]. Image alignment has proven

to facilitate especially NOTES interventions, as orientation

within the abdominal cavity is easier if a stable horizon is

automatically provided.

Indication of forbidden zones: A limit in MIS is the ability

of the surgeon to accurately visualize the target organ. A

promising new technology to overcome this limitation is

augmented reality visualization that allows the fusion of

three-dimensional medical images (e.g., CT or MRI scans)

with live camera images in real time [29]. Thus, a virtual

transparency of the patient is provided that increases the

surgeon’s intraoperative vision. Hidden organs or vessels

can be shown, for example, thus helping the surgeon prevent

injuries. Current limitations are mainly dynamic tracking of

organ motion (e.g., by respiration) or organ deformation

(e.g., due to pneumoperitoneum). A possible solution could

be the use of 3-D intraoperative imaging (e.g., MRI scan)

[30]. However, implementation in MIS is technically chal-

lenging and cost intensive. For increased OR autonomy,

methods of augmented reality visualization need to be

developed that allow an automatic adjustment of the aug-

mented reality image toward the surgeon’s region of interest,

e.g., by combination with instrument tracking technologies.

The visual indication of forbidden regions belongs to the

general concept of virtual fixtures, originally defined by

Rosenberg et al. [31]. In addition to a visual or auditory

feedback, researchers are currently investigating the feasi-

bility of haptic virtual fixtures. Haptic constraints capitalize

on the accuracy of robotic systems, enhancing the operation

speed and reducing mental stress while permitting the user to

retain ultimate control over the system [31]. The fixture can

be implemented to take on an active or passive role. A pas-

sive fixture simply scales the user’s input force to drive the

operator back to a desired path, while active guidance gen-

erates forces to actively guide the operator along a prede-

termined path, e.g., during knot tying or cutting.

Selective 3-D visualization: Currently, a new generation

of 3-D hardware is being offered by leading industrial

companies because it has been demonstrated that surgical

performance (speed of manipulation, motion economy) can

be improved if the third dimension is provided [16, 26].

However, 3-D viewing remains cumbersome and leads to

fatigue. High-definition 2-D viewing is therefore widely

favored by most laparoscopic surgeons.

Selective 3-D viewing would probably be the best

compromise. A 3-D display is only provided in a surgical

situation when it is most helpful, such as while suturing,

but normal 2-D vision is the standard for the rest of the

operation to avoid unnecessary strain.

Switching from 2-D to 3-D and back again whenever

appropriate should be induced autonomously by a cogni-

tive system able to analyze the actual work flow and

resulting tasks.

Perioperative data integration

Comprehensive online data acquisition, analysis, and

interpretation are the basis for the development of context-

sensitive systems [5]. If the accuracy of work flow pre-

diction is sufficiently high—which depends, among other

factors, on precise work flow modeling—specific tasks

could be carried out autonomously. Therefore, integration

of perioperative data is an inherent part.

Near-term developments

Electronic patient records Easy intraoperative access to

electronic patient records seems basic but is not provided in

most ORs. However, automatic prioritization of documents

would be mostly helpful if only relevant documents could

be shown (e.g., laboratory values, endoscopy report) rela-

ted to the current procedure. Ideally, electronic patient

records should not be controlled manually or by voice or

gesture control, as already realized [32], but present the

required data automatically depending on the actual part of

the intervention. The benefit lies in the reduced effort

required to retrieve patient data as well as in an easier

intraoperative consultation of patient records in case of

potential uncertainties. Generally, such systems provide the

OR team with greater flexibility and may reduce operating

time.
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Midterm developments

Medical imaging Medical imaging methods such as

x-ray, CT, or MRI tomography play a decisive role in

planning and performing surgical interventions. However,

a crucial point herein is the consistent integration into the

master console and the correct mapping to the patient’s

anatomy. [33]. Common input devices such as keyboard,

mouse, touch screens, and foot switches show significant

limitations, especially in terms of work flow disruption and

sterility issues.

Up to now, gesture recognition interfaces [34] or voice

recognition systems [35, 36] are most often used for

intraoperative display of medical images. Prior annotated

gestures or spoken commands of the surgeon are used to

control, e.g., a medical image viewer.

However, for an increased OR autonomy, we need to go

one step further. The system should be able to present the

appropriate medical images according to the actual step of

the procedure autonomously, without circumstantial ges-

ture or voice input. Of course, this requires that the system

recognize the actual part of the operation automatically and

that the corresponding images to each operational sequence

are deposited and retrievable.

OR documentation and logistics Nowadays, surgeons

typically document the operative report after the operation

by using dictation services or by writing by hand. How-

ever, dictated or manually written reports are frequently

incomplete or delayed [37]. Electronic templates could

potentially improve this process, enhancing timeliness and

comprehensiveness of operative documentation. Because

each part of a standardized operation follows a defined

surgical sequence, it can be automatically added to the

operative report if recognized by the system.

Future developments

Patient surveillance Anesthesia information management

systems entering ORs worldwide have the potential to

measure and improve perioperative quality of care [38]. By

continuous automated information delivery of data such as

vital signs or depth of anesthesia, surgeons may achieve an

improved situational awareness of the overall procedure

and the state of the individual patient in various stages of

the intervention. However, in most ORs, anesthesiological

data are not routinely presented to the surgical team,

although integration of these data into laparoscopic moni-

tors is technically easy and would facilitate surgical

autonomy. Furthermore, valuable feedback could be given,

as the surgeon in MIS, for example, often realizes a

reduced depth of anesthesia earlier than the anesthetist by

an increase in abdominal pressure. If these integrated

perioperative data were combined with decision support

and alerting algorithms, the OR team could achieve a

higher documentation reliability of the patients’ intraop-

erative status and also initiate supporting or salvage

mechanisms in case of potentially threatening situations.

Cost analysis Although at the beginning the expanding

use of new technologies will most likely increase the

financial burden on the health care system, benefits such as

an increased patient security, reduced surgeon workload,

and innovation for the medical engineering industry should

also be taken into account when evaluating cost-effec-

tiveness. Robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery, for example,

has been shown to be cost-effective if performed in high-

volume centers. One can assume that technical devices,

when utilized to their maximum potential and with market-

driven competition, can become affordable in the future

[39]. Furthermore, even if achieved only partially, future

developments for increased OR autonomy would surely be

valuable and challenging for both the research and medical

industries.

Discussion

It is common experience that in technical systems, the

degree of automation runs parallel with its complexity.

Certain tasks have to be carried out autonomously by the

system; otherwise, control would be impossible. In every-

day life, numerous examples can easily be found, like the

airbag in a car that is initiated in a completely autonomous

mode within milliseconds in case of an accident. Human

reaction would be far too slow. This life-saving feature,

however, could only be implemented into serial production

as soon as it was sufficiently sensitive, specific, and reli-

able. It had to be provided that any accident is identified

reliably but that negative activation is avoided. As a result

of advanced sensor technology and advanced filtering

algorithms, this is feasible today, and it has greatly

improved safety.

Although automation in biological systems is always far

more complex than in a technical environment, we should

nevertheless also consider it in certain fields of surgery. Of

course, it cannot be a topic in everyday open surgery, but

the more engineered modern surgical techniques like MPS

or NOTES become, the more could automation and

autonomy become applicable, relevant, and even neces-

sary. In particular, autonomy will become essential as soon

as mechatronic support systems (robots) are used. For

smooth surgical procedure enforcement in MIS, MPS, and

NOTES, the application of an increased number of tech-

nical instruments is essential. However, as a result of their

higher functional range, the handling is becoming more and
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more complex. It can be foreseen that this degree of

mechanization and specialization will not be controllable

for the surgeon without adequate assistance systems.

The complexity of this topic must not be underesti-

mated. Many, if not most, surgeons and even engineers are

skeptical and doubt whether this high level of situational

awareness could ever be reached; such skepticism is war-

ranted in cases of even modest system autonomy. Some

might even claim that current knowledge and technology

are still far too limited to accomplish this task at all, and

cost-effectiveness calculations, e.g., for robotic surgery, are

poor [40]. Because any wrong decision could lead to

catastrophe, the highest safety levels have to be achieved

according to comprehensive data acquisition as well as

reliable information analysis and interpretation. However,

even only partly applied, autonomy would be helpful in

improving surgical procedures, making it a challenging but

valuable task for research and development. In this context,

surgeons have to do some homework: they must have the

structural knowledge and experience necessary to create

sophisticated models of the surgical procedure; they have

to develop highly standardized procedures; and they have

to exactly quantify the influence of additional patient-

related factors onto the surgical work flow (Fig. 2).
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